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Step 4
Pre-Drill holes in your Graphic 
to match the locations of the 
holes in the Pole (2). 
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Product Parts

1 - Base
2 - Vertical Pole
3 - Stabilizer Plate (x4)
4 - Handle
5 - Feet (x3)
6 - Flange Nut (x2)
7 - Bolt (x2)

Portable Sign Pole 210222, 210223, 210224

Sign Install & Display Set-Up

Step 1 
Begin by removing all parts from the box and place on 
a clean, flat surface along with your sign(s).

Step 2 
Lay the Base (1) upside-down. Place the large end of the 
Feet (5) into each of the small holes around the edge of 
the Base (1). Press the small end down firmly until flush, 
locking the Foot (5) in place. Lay the Base (1) right-side 
up.

Step 3
Insert the bottom end of the Vertical Pole (2) 
into the hole in the center of the Base (1).
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Warranty Information: All products are designed to provide the user with a cost-effective and durable product. Standard warranty is a ‘one year parts and labor’ warranty which 
warrants product against defects in material and workmanship. It does not cover damage due to accidents, abuse, or normal wear and tear. Products found to be defective will 
be replaced or repaired  at factory’s discretion.

Display Set-Up Continued...

Care

Storage

Place all product parts into box and store in a cool, dry location. 

To clean, wipe with damp cloth.

Step 5 
Feed a Bolt (7) through the 
top hole in your Graphic, 
then through a Stabilizer 
Plate (3), with the flat side  
facing the Graphic, and finally 
through the top hole in the 
Vertical Pole (2). 

Loop the Handle (4) around the 
Bolt (7) and continue through the Pole’s (2) second top 
hole. Feed through another Stabilizer Plate (3) and finish 
off with a Nut (6).

Step 6 
Repeat Step 5 for the bottom hole.

*For two signs, insert sign between the last Stabilizer 
Plate (3) and Nut (6). You may need a longer 5/16 - 8 
bolt.

Step 7
Allow the assembled unit to tilt 
onto its wheels, and use the 
Handle (4) to pull the display 
into position.

Optional Display Use
Instead of using the Vertical Pole (2), you 
can insert your rigid sign into the Slit in 
the Base (1). Sign must be under 17.74" 
wide to fit within Slit.

*This option is not recommended for 
windy environments.

Step 8
Remove the two Caps on the 
top of the Base (1) and fill with 
a ballast material. Replace the 
caps when full.

*If using water, do not exceed 
3 gallons. For sand, use 10-15 
pounds.

*When this sign is filled with ballast, it is designed to 
withstand winds up to 30-40 mph.


